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This panel aims to use the Recommendation on the Ethics of AI in order to delve into the different 
regulatory approaches to AI around the world. The Recommendation provides guidelines for specific 
measures that any regulation that respects ethical standards should comply with, pertaining mainly to 
transparency and accountability measures. In addition, the Recommendation details a framework for 
institutional mechanisms that ought to be established to ensure that the regulation is enforced. These 
include redressal requirements, oversight mechanisms and bodies that will supervise the 
implementation of the regulation. Thus, the panel will gather experts that have been involved in 
different regulatory efforts over AI around the world and facilitate the sharing of their insights so as to 
learn comparatively from their experiences.  

Strong institutions and effective policies are required to ensure that AI and technology remains in the 
service of humanity, leading to the achievement of collective goals, instead of putting humans at the 
service of these technologies. However, there currently exists a widespread lack of enforced regulation, 
accompanied by the worrying notion that such voluntary and self-regulatory frameworks are sufficient. 
Given that voluntary standards can easily be disregarded during the pursuit of profit or other narrow 
goals, stronger and more robust regulation is imperative to ensuring the ethical development and use of 
AI. 

Better regulation entails setting out guidelines for how technologies need to be built and deployed, as 
well as building the capacities in governments worldwide, including for the procurement of AI 
technologies. Such action should be comprehensive, informed by and taken in alignment with human 
rights throughout the entire AI life cycle, with a focus on AI actors and the technological processes.  
Several countries and regions are already showing significant progress in the field of AI regulation: 

As a first-of-its-kind law on artificial intelligence by a major regulator, EU AI Act is a proposed 
law on AI. It aims to implement an ecosystem of trust by proposing a risk-based legal framework 
within which people use AI-based solutions while encouraging businesses to develop them. It 
defines mandatory requirements applicable to the design and development of AI systems before 
they are placed on the market.  

One regulatory measure that the EU is leveraging is that of regulatory sandboxes, which allow 
businesses to explore and experiment with new and innovative products, services or businesses 
under a regulator's supervision. Sandboxes provide innovators with incentives to test their 
innovations in a controlled environment, allowing regulators to better understand the 



 

technology and fostering consumer choice in the long run. The EU has already begun piloting the 
first EU AI regulatory sandbox in Spain, in October 2022. 

Across the pond, in the United States, the Blueprint for an AI Bill of Rights was created by the 
White House Office of Science and Technology Office (OSTP) as a guide for a society that 
protects all people from threats posed by AI systems and that promotes the use of AI to 
reinforce civil rights and democratic values. The document highlights five principles that should 
guide the design, use, and deployment of AI systems to protect the American public and is said 
to be a first step towards more robust AI regulation. 

As more countries look to implement comprehensive regulatory mechanisms and measures to deal with 
AI, such institutional developments can serve as guiding examples for governments worldwide. 

The adoption of the Recommendation on the Ethics of Artificial Intelligence provides an excellent 
opportunity to consider what regulatory steps countries can consider to help them safeguard human 
rights and ensure that the design, development and application of AI is done in an ethical manner. The 
11 policy areas of the Recommendation highlight specific, concrete policy actions that should be 
undertaken to ensure that the development, deployment and use of AI is done ethically. UNESCO has 
also developed and launched two capacity-building tools, the Readiness Assessment Methodology and 
the Ethical Impact Assessment, in support of regulatory action. The Readiness Methodology, for 
example, will assess the state of the art in terms of regulatory frameworks and institutions in different 
countries, setting the scene for evidence-based policy development and capacity-building.   

This panel will thus bring together academics, policy makers and other key actors involved in various 
regulatory efforts and provide a platform for the discussion of key issues relating to regulation, the 
sharing of experiences of regulation in different settings, as well as highlighting how the UNESCO 
Recommendation and associated tools can be leveraged to develop robust, effective regulation of AI. 

 

To participate virtually, register here.   
 
To participate in-person, register here. 
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